
Ford Motor Company – “Michigan Central Station Winterfest 2019” 
 

The Michigan Central Station was built in 1912 and designed by the same architect as 

Grand Central Station in New York.  In the peak of its existence the station saw over 400 trains 

24 hours a day go through.   Sadly this 20-story building has been abandoned since the 1980s.  In 

June of 2018, the Ford Motor Company purchased the building and will completely renovate it to 

its former glory making it the headquarters for its autonomous and electric vehicle development.  

To help create awareness around their technology forward push for the community and around 

the world, they brought on a team to create an experiential event during a 10-day winter festival 

called MCS Fest 2019.   3D Projection mapping, full music and sound design scoring and onsite 

mixing were all involved.  The 9min film takes you through Detroit’s past from the building of 

the station, the vibrant days of the station, the demise/downfall of the building through to the 

renovations and future of global mobility as seen through the eyes of Ford.   

Music was instrumental in setting the moods and pace of the city with nods to the styles 

of music that have come out of Detroit including Jazz, Motown, Techno and Hip Hop.  This was 

all combined with outrageous soundscapes and sound design created to bring the building to life 

through thoughtfully crafted sounds of the building, city and environments.  In the end a fully 

immersive onsite sound mix was crafted utilizing an array of speakers both outdoors around the 

building, in the main hospitality tent and behind the tent projecting to the surrounding parks.  

With the way the speakers were positioned we had to account for sound syncing up with each 

other given the distance the speakers were from one another so there would be no delays in the 

sonic experience syncing with the film.  This proved to be tricky mixing in 20-degree weather 

outside.  

In the end, this experience has garnered international recognition by news outlets, social 

media and fans that will continue to help elevate Ford Motor Company’s vision for the future of 

mobility. 


